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of the year 2000 to disorientation! You along, with approximate,ly 3500 students, now occupy our temporary "swing" space. If all_goes as planned,
in January 1998, the GSUC will move to
the B Altman Building. In the interim students and faculty wilf be scattered to various sites in the mid-town area (see map), at
a considerable loss to sR_ace and services.
GSUC
President
Frances
Degan
Horowitz's rationale is the savings from
expensive office rents earned from the new
tenents: the SUNY School of Optometry.
But her office of course does not bare the
brunt of the move. The President has not
had to give u12 her spacious executive suite
overlo6king ~ryant Park and all of the
executive offices moved across the street
into suites with full on-line hook-up
The clubs and research programs, three
months after the move, have yet to be put
on line with the computer center and the
new student space is a dump. The student
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government and student organizations, on the
oottom wrung of the swmg, arc squeezed
into a 'slum' space with piles of office furniture left (in fhght?) by previous tenants, as
many as six clubs share one office, and there
arc none of the former frills-vending
machines, micro wave and lunch room,
drinking fountain, free photocopying, large
club anil conference rooms ..
Steve Levine, History student and member
of the Democratic Socialists of America Club
refers to new space as "a furniture ware
house." He complains of its inaccessibility
and relatively small space for clubs but does
appreciate tlie windows.
On the bright side, no sign of the mice or
asbestos that we endured m the Basement
Mezzanine and one member of the Doctoral
Student Council actually prefers it here. He
says "the space is the -best thing that ever
happened to students because we now have
24 liour access." Although, a'> another student
put it "none but the orave and committed
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would venture in here after dark."
For those remaining in the old GSUC they will
be exposed to potentially hazardous conditions
while the building undergoes remodeling to make
room for the SU.NY School of Optomometry.
Of course no-one comes to CUNY expecting
Ivy League facilities; most are here because of its
reputation as a progressive institution of higher
learning offering innovative instruction (or you
were rejected from Columbia). But what many
entering students may not have expected was to
be impacted direct1cally by the nation-wide
downsizing crisis afflicting of state and city
schools nation-wide.
In the past year the GSUC has been hit with a
$1,000 tuition hike, staff reductions, threatened
Department closures, shrinking resources, and
financial aid cutbacks. Most of you will become
adjunct lecturers in the CUNY system which
means you do all the work of a tenured faculty at
a tenth of their salar:x with no job security. In
this ligllt the GSUC 'Swing" space move is part
of a CUNY-wide retrenchment package
CONTINUED IN EDITORIAL P 2
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Executfve suite 18th fl. 25 west 43rd st: not all "swing" into same space.
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.s.o you may be paying $1300 more in
tmt10n t}lan tfie entenng class of '96 but
your services will be considerabJy less.
Yet 1 desP.ite all, CUNY Graduate
Center, m the heart of New York City, is
still one of the most politically and culturally dynaI!}ic places where you can
get an education.
For cutting edge intellectual debate the
school journal Found Object, seeks submis.sions for its bi-annual publication.
The school paper The Advocate is always
looking for contributors. Academics of
national prominence such as Francis Fox
Piven, Stanley Aronowitz, Bell Hooks,
Michelle
Wallace offer courses here
every_
semester.
The Center for Lesbian and Gay
Studies is .Pleaseq. t9 have the annual. Gay
and Lesbian n·ational conference at the
Graduate Center this year. The Black
Student Alliance and Association of
Latino and Latin American Students
{AELLA looks forward to new students
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Gay and Lesbian Students. The
International St>cialist Organizatrorr.~h~~~hlyb~;~fn~scfn"{~:~~~~~i"
.
7::.:%·.:....-.-. -, ·-. - -. ' .
offer future forums at the Graduate
o
_ _...,__Center on im_portantyolitical issues and _
~!lCUDJlY1
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seeking students to help in the organizaBy
Mohamad
Bazzi·,
.....
,
...
~ .. ,... ,. ,...,..,..
tion oT its annual Socialist Scholars
,..,...., ..,......-.i.! ~ .. ""'"'"'
Conference. In its recent history the
CUNY BA Student
'1..~k..,""_,.;....,.,.
::Wt.~::;!:;:;:~;:;;::
Doctoral Student's Council and other
... ""'"•·•~
Graduate Student activists have been at
~.J.,!l,•·····•";;;,-,,.,,~,~.,
the forefront of a ·student movement to
~~ &;oJl~e 11.a~ a.dopted .the. 10J1ghest a~missions
~o~begin their-careers-aMt-€ommunity-eoHege-and
reqmrements m the entire CUNY-system - a move that
its gomg to be harder for them to make it in to a 4
sto~ retrenc hment at CUNY •
could lead'to a 17 percent drop in freshmen enrollment
year college." said Scott wolf, senior QC.
" CUNY has a proud history:, its mission
next fall.
Reantillo said the college has accepted 2,200 stuhas been and hopefully still is to educate
"We wanted to bring in an academically stronger
dents
this year; compared with 2,600 acceptances
th~ poor and working class of New York
freshman class that would not need remedial courselast June, a 15-percent decrease.
C1ty. It has turned our more Nobel
work," said Susan .Reantillo, executive director of
She projects that next fall's freshmen will be
Laureates and Black Scholars than any
admissions at Queens College. "We have made a larger
more academically prepred than the current class.
other institution and it still remains one
leap than most other senior colleges."
She said 80 percent of the s students registered last
of the finest institutions available for
The current admissions standards at most of CUNY's
fall had an academic average of 80 or above; she
w_ orking class students to get an educa11 senior colleges require incoming freshmen to have at
expects 95 percent of next fall's freshmen to
tion.
least an 80 academic average or a minimum score of
achieve that standard.
So welcome to The Graduate Center,
1,020 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test or a rank in the top
third of a graduating class.
in spite of retrenchment CUNY prevails.
Reantillo said Queens College will focus more heavi"I want to make sure
But a word of advise to .the nouveau:
ly on an applicant's grade-pomt average and academic
that mission is protected"
hope for the best, expect the worst, and
preparation. Reantillo said the tougher standards will
maintain your sense of humor.
translate into a smaller freshman class next fall. She
CUNY spokeswoman Pam Bayless said she could
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sa.id the college would not be likely ~o acc~pt applicants
with lowenhan a B average, even 1f their SAT scores
exceed the CUNY-wide mmimum. Admission officers
will no longer take class standing into consideration.
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Queens College will focus
:more on an applicant's
grade-point acerage and academic preparation
"Using SAT scores or class rankin~s as a sole criterion
has brought in very weak students,' said Reantillo, who
proposed the tougher
standards to the college's Academic Senate last fall. The
senate, which is composed of faculty and student representatives, approved the changes in February.
"I think in a wa;t people who get into Harvard, Yale,
and Columbia , will most likely go there and not to
Queens College" said Allan Van Capelle, senior at
Queens College and former vice president of student
government.
"QC really attracts the brightest of those students who
can't afford to go to those mstitutions. I want to make
sure that mission is protected."
The whole idea of CUNY is that it offers a better
chance of getting into college... students will now have

not confirm that Queens College has adopted the
toughest admission standards m the system. She
said other four-year colleges have been emphasizing academi_c ~Ve.rages and preparation over the
other two cntena m recent years.
None of the CUNY colleges requires applicants
to take the SAT, but students witli a lower than B
average could win admission if they score above
1,020 on the standardized exam.
Queens College will no lon~er use that criteria,
according to Reantillo. "We will not automatically
admit anyone just on the basis of SAT scores," she
said. "We're looking for a strong B student with a
solid academic program."
Bayless said many CUNY colleges are paying
special attention to the range of courses taken by
applicants during high school. She said the university plans to implement a new admissions program
by the year 2000 that will require all incoming
freshmen to have completed a core curriculum in
six academic disciplines.
The "College Preparatory Initiative" reguires
students to complete four years of Englisli and
Social Studies, three years of Math, two years of
l~b sciences, a foreign language and one year of
fme arts.
"A number of our four-year colleges have revised
their admission requirements to emphasize the CPI
courses," Bayless said.
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"It's been a spectacular year!"

OVER
SHOOTS
HIS BUDGET
PATAKl'S Budget Failure Spells Relief
for CUNY

tuition increase and students will receive
their full TAP award. The main casualty's
will be those professor s who took early
retirement based on budget predictions as
they will unable to return.
But the restoration of 150 million to
CUNY can't be explained merely in
terms of aggressive lobbying strategies.
Under Mario Cuomo tens of thousands of
students made the trip to Albany only to
be slapped in the face with the biggest
tuition increases in CUNY's history.
More recently, in Pataki's first year m
office NYPIRG organized buses of students numbering in the thousands that
were unal!le to stave off a $750 tuition in-

cuts than many other public university systems because it depends more
heavily on state financing and
because 40 percent of its students
come from households with annual
incomes less than 20,000, which limits the university's ability to raise tuition." Next year, when the federal
welfare system is passed off to the
state, the more than 22 thousand
CUNY students who are on either
Home Relief (HR) or Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC)
may be forced out of the CUNY systern.
In this context CUNY's future

the university's offer of early retireIf Governor Pataki's success hinges on his
ment this year.
campaign promises of a Gingrich style conservative agenda and on-time budgets then the
"in this Hobbesian atmosphere
recently passed 1996 budget puts him on shaky
of impending starvation it is
political ground. On July 14 the 1996 legislano wonder that every college
ture rejected Pataki's 1.4 billion proposed
and every program hoping to
budget cut and then enacted the latest state
survive is at the throat of
budget in the nation's history. For CUNY, still
every other. "
reelir,g from a $750 tuition increase from
Pqta_ki's 95/96 budget, the rest?ration of $149
And although Liberal arts programs
mi)lwn sp~Hs much. m~ed~~- rel_1ef., .For....,C:P,lYJ~... --mttl--pre"prof~mtl'-f',tcJgrtffl!~eo•--creas:e.-----------·---i..-,m~"lffl~~"R'i~'rfM'~'e'tlb'ffl~!'ffl1--"'--~~
students this .n:ieans n? tu1t1on increase and no
supposedly not in competition with
.
.
"the problem is not that Chancellor
cut to the Tu1t1on As~1stance ~rogram (TAP?.
each other, engineering and other
. W~en, Chn~o.n signed off
Reynolds _has a bad p_lan for the future
It seem~ ~hat despite Pataki s efforts to shde
technical programs are untouched by
Gmgrtch s C?rlgmal Welf!l~e BIii, a
of the City University of New York,
to tht: J?Oht!cal center on a propos~I to spend
the downsizing. Last year Chancellor
mov~ that WIii push 3 m1l_hOf1 p~obut that she has no plans for it.
1.5 b1lhon m bonds to_ fi~ance env1ronmeptal
Reynolds declared a state of fiscal
pie mto the stre~ts, he did 1t with
Intelligent planning is impossible so
programs. Senate MaJonty Speaker Jo~eph
'exigency allowing her to cut away at
feehng.
long as the university is dependent on
Bruno and Assembly Speaker Sheldon SIiver
academic programs. A move that has
a state legislature whose irresponsible
w~re ~uccessful at targ~tmg the G?vernor as a
most of the faculty up in arms
One cannot ignore the impact election
tax-cut-driven budgeting has come
Gmgnc~ style ~epubhcan. fatak!, who was
because they argue that decisions of
year politics has had on efforts to lobby
close to wrecking both the state and
electe~ m t~e nat10nal Repubhcan tide o_f 1994,
what to cut and when are best left to
the Democrats. Bill Clinton, who has no
city universities beyond repair."
had built his budget largely on the premise that
the experts: the college presidents.
program for education or getting America
The 1996 budget restoration spells
the congress would enact many of House
The director of Graduate Studies
working, still looks better than those
relief but still there is no solution in
~peaker _Newt Gingri~h'~ id~as. But when ~he
Department of English at Queens
"mean Republicans." When Clinton
sight. Most of CUNY's faculty and
_'Republican Revolut10n failed (o~;was high
College, David H Richter, aptly resi~ned off of Gingrich's original Welfare
administrators accept that there is a
Jac~ed by the Democrats) Pataki s conserported to the New York Times that "in
Bill, a move that will push 3 million peoneed for some retrenchment. In the
v~t1v_e agenda to change welfare, toughen
this Hobbesian atmosphere of
pie into the streets, he did it with feeling.
mean time, a public system that has
~nm1!1al se~ten~es and sh~rply reduce spendimpending starvation it is no wonder
The lack of a progressive alternative at
produced the most Nobel Laureates
mg hit a leg1slat1ve stumbling block.
that every college and every program
the top makes him seem like the soft
and Black scholars, and has allowed
hoping to survive is at th'e throat of
touch in a legislature surrounded by evil,
tens of thousands of Black, Latino
Democrats would continue to cast
every other."
blood thirsty Republicans. Bottom line,
and working class 'Students who
Pataki as an ultra conservative, regardTop off these draconian reductions
Bill's contract on America goes down
might otherwise have been denied an
less of his efforts to move to the cenwith $22 million spent on an armed
smoother than Newt's. In reality, there is
education to vault from poverty into
ter.
security force to patrol CUNY camlittle difference. As one legislature put it
the middle class and beyond, is being
puses and you end up with a poten"anything to the right of Bill Clinton is at
quietly dismantled.
Long time CUNY advocate, Sheldon Silver,
tially explosive situation. The securirisk of getting run over."
reported to The New York Times how Pataki
ty budget includes a budget line for
Clinton's success of painting himself as
Pataki's failed budget is
"spends about 200,000 a year to have a pollster
attack dogs coming onto campuses in
a kinder gentler version of the
CUNY's victory.
keep the pulse of the state. He found out that
the fall as well as guns which are
Republicans leaves an opening for
the Assembly's positions are what most people
already being carried on to the York
Democrats at the state level to maneuver.
This scenario is not, h ~wever, a forewant." Silver reported that Democrats would
College campus by CUNY's 'peace'
And although they may be scrambling for
gone
conclusion. Pataki"s failed budcontinue to cast Pataki as an ultra conservative,
officers.
crumbs, and the more recent state budget
get is CUNY's victory. For now, more
regardless of his efforts to move to the center.
In these desperate times it is no
may be nothing more than a starvation
than just slick maneuvering on the
He states that "the punitive nature of his budwonder that faculty and students
diet, their limited success points to an
part
of the Democrats in an election
get cuts will be the key issue in the races. He
organized one of the most well
opening, a chink in the conservative agenyear, the budget restoration means
was elected as an unknown and now he is beorchestrated and finely targeted lobda.
that thousands of CUNY students will
ing defined by his budgets."
bying campaigns to date. The Chair
But do the Democrats' recent success at
not be forced out into minimum wage
Nevertheless, Pataki declared that it had been
of the Faculty Senate Sandy Cooper
labeling Pataki an ultra conservative point
jobs. And if that isn't enough cause to
"a spectacular year, and that whether you're a
told The Advocate how they "worked
towards a more progressive era for
rejoice, at a recent press conference
legislator, a Speaker or a majority leader or the
their backs off' campaigning in
CUNY or are we merely in the eye of the
held in New York City to launch the
Governor you never get things one hundred
st
Albany, lobbying legislators like
orm?
Clinton/Gore campaign, at least half
percent your way."
Bruno and Silver, writing letters and
According to Michael J. Del Giudice,
of the Democrat audience booed and
For CUNY this past year has been anything
working with students who targeted
one of the trustees, who called for more
heckled the state's top liberal
but spectacular, and until the most recent budSilver with demonstrations outside
attention to the likelihood of further cutDemocrats including former Mayor
get it has been done Pataki's way. The higher
his New York City office. In an effort
ting and to long-term planning at CUNY
David Dinkins, former New York
fees drove out many struggling students, and it
to beat a path from CUNY to the
"this is only going to get worse. This is a
Govenor Mario Cuomo, Assembly
was responsible for a combined enrollment
Governor, Cooper told us how "the
high point."
Member Deborah Glick,
and
drop of 16,000 from CUNY and SUNY. City
tires on my car were worn out on the
State aid has represented a shrinking
Manhattan Borough President Ruth
College lost 3500 students. Last year's cuts led
New York State Throughway piling
source of support for public colleges and
Messengerm, for their support of
to huge staff reductions that have shrunk some
at times 7 faculty members into my
universities around the nation in recent
Clinton's Welfare Bill. The bottom
departments and closed others. City college
car."
years: New York State provides nearly
line is that Pataki's political uncerhad 12 program and department closings
Their efforts paid off. The state of
half the financing of CUNY's current
tainty reflects a growing dissatisfacincluding the Department of Ethnic Studies,
fiscal exigency formally voted on by
$1.3 billion budget, $514 million in direct
tion with Republicans and iiberalNursing, and Theater. Hunter college lost its ·
the trustees 11 to J, with one absupport for the four-year colleges and
conservative Democrats that could
Dance Therapy program. In all, the University
stention, for the coming year is now
$ I 09 million for the two-year colleges.
fuel a genuine movement in this
is already losing more than 800 employees this
null and void. Chancellor Ann
Another $106 million in CUNY's financcountry
not merely against austerity
year: 29 tenured faculty members, lecturers
Reynolds issued a Jetter to the faculing comes from new York City, and the
but for the basic right to an education,
and non teachin~ instructional staff members
ty announcing full restoration of prorest - more than $544 million - comes
a job, and a decent standard of living.
who are being laid off; and 685 others, includposed cuts from retrenchment comfrom student tuition.
ing 491 faculty members, who have accepted
mittees. There will be no $250.
CUNY is affected more by state budget
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ARA WILSON REPORTS _ QN_
AND NEW FACES AT THE CENTER FOR GAV
AND LESBIAN STUDIES
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An array of presentations on gay and lesbian studies will be a regularfeature in the 1996,,-1997 academic calendar at CUNY, starting in Octobe{ with a major conference on Latina/os
queer studies. The high profile of gay and lesbian studies here is the work of The Center
for Lesbian and Gay Studies (CL.A.GS), the leading center for lesbian, gay or "queer" studies in the United States. Based at The Graduate School and University Center, CLAGS is
very much a CUNY institution. Its founder.and Executive Director until July this year was
Martin Duberman, a Distinguished Professor of History at the Graduate School. The new
Executive Director is chair of GSUt's tbeater department and a
prominent scholar of lesbian and queer the!1ter, Jill Dolan. Also sitting on the board are
many out gay and lesbian faculty from the CUNY system as well as _two student representatives from the Graduate School.
Founded in l 991, CLAGS' role is part clearinghouse, part organizer, part sponsor, supporting and publicizing gay and lesbian scholarship. As such, it does not offer seminars or
conduct research itself. (For a listing of Fall
GSUC courses that have lesbian and gay content, see CLAGS' Spring 1996 newsletter.)
The major offering of the Center is on-going public programs, like the events listed below
and ari on-going colloquia series which presents
n~w' work monthly. In the past, CLAGS has sponsored conferences on "Black
Nations/Queer Nations," queer theater, gay and lesbian psxchological issues, and vernacular knowledge in HIV and transgender organizing. The Program
Committee of CLAGS which ove_rsees the sponsorship of these events welcomes students'
participation and input.
Two ·Spring 1997 conferences partly underwritten by CLAGS emerged from the efforts
of CUNY students. In April, CUNY will host the S~venth Annual National Queer Graduate
Studies Conference, called "Forms of Desire." This queer convention is coordinated main1~ by CUNY students and the GSUC gay ~nd lesbian group, QUNY. The nex_t major event,·
a conference on lesbian; g~y. bisexual and t6msgender families in 'May 1997,- was _proposed
by ~· graduate student' in' sociology whose dissertation -concetns these issues, Renate
Reimann.

~

--------

Hard at work: Jiill Dolan, new Exec. of Clags
and Kelly Ready, Antho student,
prepare for new year..

CLAGS FALL 1996 CALENUAR

·October 2~~,.1996

"Crossing National and Sexual

Needless to say, gay and lesbian scholarship can be diffisult to fund. CLAGS provides ._ ij,otdei,:s: ALa'.tina/o and. Latin American Lesbian, Gay,
important fellowships th Sl!pport such studies, including several awards,specifi~ally ded.icated to ·cuNY students: one for a dissertation
•Bisexual, and Transgender Conference" At GSUC and New
in literary ~tudies, two ca;)1 prize~-for graduat~ student papers; afid scholarly grants'-i11-aid.. . York Uqfversit~.
Last year Gay Wachman of-tire ~nglish Department won an award for her dissertation on
the themes of perverse desire, primitivism,
.
-..
.
class and war in 1920s' British women's nan:ative{, __and Jam~,s.H.Sweett6oktheiimt:pri.~. 1 , < ~.....
in the student paper competition" for his "Male Homosexualityincf'Sp1ritismmthe Afri~n· ~ """'
~....
• .'
~ .....
.
Diaspora." A last minute, emergency ·scholarly grant-in ai<J enabled me·to participate in and
Panel on concerning gays,

14, 1996-,.JealJ'·J'aUee,

lesbians,, bise~uals an,d the contemporary American family
including -Kath.Weston Jose Munoz Gwen '.Turner 'Fhomas

report ~n the lesbi~n organizing aithe fo\Jrth World ~onf.~rerfoe .on W?men. in B~ijingjn
1995,,Jrofn w_h!ch I p~oduced seg~eqis for ~B,S',Jn the Life show. tl;te cable,show Dyke,zy,.
as-well as wntrng a p1ece:for the 1ournal Signs.
"'
l995-1996's awards to CUNY students gives some suggestion ofCLAGS' range. While
work.on."queer theory" is represevt,ed, this approach, la~gely based in the humanitie,s witli .
rather tomplex terminology, is only, one part of

. , · ..., ~

This year many queer students will be involved in the mammoth Spring Queer Studies
conference. There are other ways to participate in CLAGS. First of all, through becoming
a member: in order for the institution to survive, CLAGS needs members and offers a student rate of $10. Students can also work alongside board members and other volunteers on
the several committees of CLAGS. The Program Committee, chaired by a Baruch professor who organized October's Latin conference, Elena Martinez, meets roughly every
month. The Development Committee covers fundraising and grant-writing (which is a useful way to learn these skills). To navigate CLAGS' way on the information highway, an
Electronics Committee is exploring a possible Web Page. Finally, a newly
formed Advocacy Committee will work on linking CLAGS with university, professional,
and political groups to promote gay and lesbian studies and address the anti-multicultural
and homophobic efforts of the Right's culture
wars.
How the student representatives report back to the queer student body is a question which
has yet to be adequately worked out. For those students interested in CLAGS operations,·
contact me at CLAGS, through interoffice mail
in the anthropology department, or through e-mail: awilson@broadway.gc.cuny.edu.
CLAGS is not yet on line. For more information about the Center, or to become a member, phone or fax: 212/ 642-2924. Most awards applications are duein the Spring semester
look for posters around GSUC.
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Allen Hams. At School of Social Work,. Hunter College, 129
East 79,Streyt.

CL"AGS' pu~iew. In all its work,·CJ.AGS addresses concerns of multiculturaH~in apd • •
div~rsity. Those pervasive;q~tfon:.of ra<:_i~L!!!ds etbQjc teJ)lll.SWation.bav.e be,en' coinpli- ·
caled, aftlmes· controversial anii "fraught, 6ut now, with over h~.!.f-2.L~J?2~I~~9R!~ill
----·-""-Cofor:e1:;:A.6S·~tommitmen1"lo~111tJltic"ulturaiwoi-1<Ts'-·--·
clearly more than lip service or tokenism. CLAGS also shares an expressed commitment to
feminist approaches and gender parity as well. In a time when the once radical rubric of
"gay and lesbian" identities is being challenged,
CLAGS also tries to integrate the challenges of transgenderism, bisexuality, and other queer
contestations while continuing the emphasis on gay and lesbian experiences that characterized the pioneering work by public intellectuals or marginali.zed academic scholars.
CUNY graduate students, and by e)(;tension, graduate students in general, are, represented on the board by two GSUC students, of which I am one. The other representative-the
"male" slot will be filled early this Fall,
,
probably through the organizing meetings for the "Forms of Desire" Queer Gra¢Iuate '
Studies Conference. The student representatives are full board members, attending meetings and participating on committees, including
fundraising work.
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Lecture m Lesbian and Gay Studies featurmg Esther Newton.

Proshansky Auditorium GSUC.
'

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS 1996-97
The Ken DcJ,wson Award (due March 1997): $5,000 for anyone working in the fieldof gay and lesbian history, with a preference for the medium of prin The Constance Jordan Award
(Due May 1997) offers $4,000 to a CUNY doctoral student
working gay and lesbian literary studies with historical content.

CUNY Student Paper Awards (Due May

1997)
gives two cash prizes for papers by students at the masters or
doctoral level on topics related to gay and lesbian studies.

Scholarly Grants-In-Aid provide up to $500
to assist students in expenses in their research or
presentations. Due October 15, March 1, or on
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President Clinton and Kwame Mfume, Dir. NAACP in solidarity prayer.

President Clinton and House Speaker Gingrich shake on
welfare strategy _et. al.
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CLINTON'S TWO FACES
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THIS IS THE FIRST OF A THREE PART SERIES ON
THE ELECTIONS
ically made racial equality a central
think Blacks are getting more than
In March of 1992, during the last presitheme for his career. Yet this became
their fair share in terms of jobs and
dential election year, Bill Cfinton
more tempered as he evolved into a pragThis was espe"cially appealing to
promotions. This is not true." He
revealed his opportunistic nature on the
matic politician seeking to reach the top
Blacks, who coming out the l 980's
went on to point out that Black people
issue of race. First he drove to a Black
of a society where whites control most
faced staggering rates of poverty. Today
make 60 percent of what whites earn.
neighborhood on the south side of Little
of the votes and virtually all of the power
nearly one-third of Blacks live under the
Moreover, he said more than half of
Rock Arkansas and had lunch at Sim's
and money. Clinton grew adept at talking
poverty line--compared to ten percent
Black children grow up in poverty.
Bar-B-Que, an unpretentious place
about racism without seeming to turn his
of whites. 45 percent of all Black chi!In the absence of a real movement
I
known for its Delta blues jukebox and
back on the largest voting constituency in
dren live in poverty. Black infant moragainst racism Clinton's fortune
pork ribs. Then he cruised over to the
Arkansas and the one from which he
tality rates are twice those of whites. In
cookie contributions on racism seem
other side of town to p\ay a round of golf
came, the conservative and rural white
1975, the average annual incom~ of
monumental. But despite Clinton's
at the Little Rock Country club, an exclusouthern
middle
class.
Blacks was 63 percent of that of whites;
efforts to portray himself as an inno,
sive hideaway with no Black members.
however, by 1991 that figure had
cent observer of racism, he more than
1
Throughout Clinton's politi<?al career he
For twelve years the token
dropped to 59 percent. Throughout the
anyone e\se in this countrx has fanned
t
has been able to portray himself as a
,
'
1980's, life efpectancy rates !or ~\ac~..,~-. its ;James. )Yhi\e the hbera\s were_
J. ~~j
friend to Black people, whi1e""simo\~rt'e'~ ... e-tal11bs-clil1'tmrhlh'1lffl at - -R!!Mtt ev!!f1 y~ttt. f\.'T"'t)1l.':-8 "'l'Je(Cetn a * quick to~pbint out the nuggets of truth
•
ously using the policies and sometimes
Bl k
I • Ak
Black man s. hfe expectancy 1s ~ow
about the persistence of racism in
l,
the language of a racist. On the one hand
ac peop e m r ansas,
~elow the_ retirement age. A combmathese two heralded Clinton speeches
he acknowledges the fe~rs that. the
·were suppose to serve as
tton of racism and poverty has meant t~at
what they forgot to highlight was his
oppressed have about racism, sexism,
.
.
• .
•
Bla~ks smoke more, suffer from obe~1ty
obvious pandering. to the right.
unemployment, low wages, and lack of
evidence of his commitment
at higher rate~, and ~re more susceptible
Clinton said,"It [affirmative act10n]
access to health care. On the othe! h~nd
to equality.
to h)lperti.nslPIJ, .Cfillbt:1\!.l>. <!.O.<! as~~ma
qqe~ n.ot rn¾.an the unjustified prefer-.
....
he appeases corporate bosses by d1tchmg
than
-- -- - w1i1res.
-enc-m"tfuHJnqirnfifii:d-=o'verthe-qu1ar"··-·----~F-.:o:;
health care reform, the jobs package, antiified of any race or gender. It doesn't
•
sc~b legisldationf, and pbushm* thekfanti,:
However, with Bill Clinton often times
He called the rioters
mhean numerical quota~f··· I bel_iev~ i(
umon an
rec 1a or
wor are
"savages"
t ere are no quotas, 1 we give no
r
o
g
r
a
m
s
his actions speak much louder than his
opportunities to unqualified people, if
words. As an Arkansas governor his rep.
P
utation as a "racial moderate" was estabwe have no reverse discnmination,
lished. For twelve years, the token
These conditions compelled Blacks to
andd ift,h when the prdobltehmt [r~t~i~m1
Black support for Clinton is
crumbs Clinton hurled at Black people in
give Bill Clinton a chance. He got 82
en s, e program en s, a en 1c1sm
Arkansas, were supposed to serve as evipercent of the Black vote, not however,
[of affirmative action] is wrong."
not only a product of his
dence
of
his
commitment
to
equality.
without
reservations.
Throughout
his
"I hope those men black
political maneuvering, it is
However, what Clinton's actions actually
campaign there were signs of what his
men at Million l\ifan
revealed is how few real victories Blacks
pres1denc,y would be like. The first was
also a reflection of the colMarch]
pledge never,
have won over the last 25 years in
Bill
Clmton's reaction
to
the
lapse of liberalism
never to raise their hand
Arkansas
or
elsewhere.
LA.Rebellion of 1992. Instead of going
While he appointed more Blacks to
to Los Angeles to condemn racism,
in violence against a
l
cabinet
positions
and
commissions
than
poverty, and police brutality, he called
woman."
His relationship to Blacks is one of the
all
other
Arkansas
governors
combined
the
rioters
"savages".
He
described
the
clearest examples of this kind of political
(which is not really conceding anyrioters as/eople who,"do not share our
opportunism. But Black support for
In his speech at the University of
thing), Arkansas was one of only two
values an their children are growing up
Chnton is not only a product of his politTexas
last October the rhetoric was
states without a civil rights law up until
in a culture that is alien from ours, withical maneuvering, it is also a reflection of
even worse,"lt' s [Million Man
Clinton
decided
he
would
run
for
the
out
family,
without
neighborhood,
withthe collapse of liberalism, weakness on
March] about Black men taking
presidency. The bill that eventually
out church and without supfort." Two
the left, a. frightened reaction to the
renewed responsibility •for thempassed
contained
no
quota
language,
i.e.
months
later
he
intentional
y
berated
"Republican Revolution" of I 994, the
selves, their families, and their
no
way
to
enforce
the
civil
rights
laws.
Sister
Soulja
as
"David
Duke
in
reverse"
growth of the Black political establishcommunities unless Black men
It
took
Clinton
a
decade
to
appoint
at
a
Rainbow
Coalition
event
in
the
presment, and a general decline in struggle
shoulder their load, no one else can
Blacks
to
the
state
pharmaceutical
and
ence
of
Jesse
Jackson
in
order
to
send
that has left Black people open to the
help them or their brothers." While
medical
boards.
And
the
most
shameful
the
message
to
the
"white
center"
that
he
dominant ideas of society. A combinaliberals were quick to point out
deed
of
Clinton's
tenure
came
in
1989
would
be
no
slave
to
"Black
special
tion of all of these factors has led Clinton
Clinton's proclamation,"we must
when he voted to appeal a federal court
interest". These two incidents, and sevto have a higher approval rating amongst
clean white America's house of
ruling
that
would
have
substantially
inera!
others-his
campaign
stop
to
oversee
the Black po1mlat10n today -88 percentracism," the_y conveniently forgot to
creased
the
number
of
majority
Black
the
execution
of
mentally
handicapped,
than what LBJ had right after signing the
mention
Clmton's other comment,"
legislative districts in Arkansas.
Ricky Ray Rector, in Arkansas- would
Voting
Rights
Act
in
1_965.
Blacks must understand and acknowlWhile
Clinton's
appointees,
or
lack
only
serve
as
prelude
to
a
presidency
The purpose of my argument 1s to
edge the roots of white fear in
thereof, point to racial tokenism, the
that had many more betrayafs in store.
explain how Clinton has garnered this
America. There is a legitimate fear of
policies
that
were
the
most
damning
to
level of support from Blacks, while at the
the violence that is too prevalent in
WHAT
DID
HE
SAY?
Black workers were his maintenance of
same time he has fought for and won legour urban areas and often, by experian
anti-union,
right
to
work
state
that
islation that has a disproportionately
ence or at least what people see on the
E:linton's record can best be described
continues to do nothing but drive the
harsh impact on the lives of Black worknews at night, violence for those
as
a
right-wing
liberal.
On
the
one
hand,
wages
of
both
Black
and
white
workers
ers. Secondly, to explain how the growth
white people too often has a Black
his
acknowledgment
that
racism
exists
into
the
ground.
of the Black political establishment has
face. It isn't racist for a parent to pull
has
had
a
powerful
effect
on
people
in
an
The
Clinton
campaign
for
pres1dencey
provided Clinton with a liberal cover for
his or her child close when walking
anti-affirmative
action
climate.
While
in
1992
only
helped
to
perpetuate
his
reactionary policies, and lastly to show
throu¥h a high crime neighborhood.
Bob Dole recently said that America is
political schizophrenia. On the one hand
that the support for Clinton is on shaky
It isn t racist for whites to say they
not
a
racist
country,
Clinton's
declared
in
he
played
to
liberal
sensibilities
by
proground because it is based more in fear of
don't understand why people put up
a. speech that "white racism may be
claiming himself to be a product of the
the GOP than hope in his policies.
with gangs on the corner or in the
Black people's burden but its white peo"New South" when it came to dealing
projects. It isn't racist for whites to
ple's
problem."
with
race.
Clinton's
universal
appeal
Between Arkansas and the Presidency
assert that the culture of welfare
On the day of the Million Man March
was the theme of change and an end to
dependency, out of wedlock pregnanlast October Clinton made a speech that
the devastating policies of Reaganism of
In many ways Clinton has been the
cy and absent fatherhood cannot be
was
heralded
by
both
Blacks
and
whites.
the
previous
12
years.
quintessential son of the "New South" broken by social programs unless
In
that
speech
he
implored
whites
the place where the wages are the lowest,
there is first more personal responsito,"clean
your
house
of
racism."
He
also
Today nearly one-third of
the unions are the fewest, and over 100
bilit>,>," and the last statement of the
said," Its fashionable to talk about
Black churches have been burned in the
day, 'I hope those men [ black men at
Blacks
live
under
African-Americans
as
if
they
are
some
last few years- who denounced racism
kind
of
protected
class.
Many
whites
the poverty line
and segregation as a teenager and rhetorCONT. ON P 11
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Chiapas - Mexico
BY CHRISTINE KOVIC - ANTHROPOLOGY

Cuba
BYANTHONYMARCUS-ANTHROPOLOGY
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Demonstration Against the Government
I spent my summer in Chiapas, Mexico where I finished fieldwork for my doctoral
dissertation. Hundreds of journalists, government officials, academics as well as
people arriving to express their solidarity with the Zapatistas were in Chiapas to
attend the Forum on Democracy and the International Forum Against Neo-liheralism,
hoth of which were organized hy the Zapatistas themselves. As the talks between the
Zapatistas and the Mexican government continue to advance, the Lacandon Jungle in
the eastern part of the ~tatc is becoming increasingly, and perhaps permanently, mil1tanLed. Under the pretext of carrying out arrest warrants against Marcos and other
supposed Zapat1sta leaders, thousands of soldiers entered the jungle in February of
1995. In February and March of last year, human rights organizations reported a large
number of abuses carried out against the indigenous (nostly Tzeltal, Tojolabal, and
Ch'ol) and campesino residents of the Jungle. Soldiers of the Federal Army reportedly broke into homes; stole belongings; destroyed work instruments, medicine,
clothing, and food; killed pigs and chickens; and intimidated mhabitants of the area.
With the destruction of seeds, water lines, and work instruments, these human rights
violations threaten the very survival of members of these indigenous communities.
Although the arrest warrants were suspended with the re initiation of the dialogue
between Zapatistas and the Mexican Government in April of 1995, soldiers continue
to enter the jungle under the new pretext of combating narcotrafficking. They are
patrolling the region and building roads, barracks, and landing strips, setting the
foundation for the permanent military occupation by the Mexican army.
The presence of thousands of armed soldiers has had a severe impact on the day to
day lives of the inhabitants of the jungle. Beginning in 1995 when thousands of families were displaced from their homes in fear of the military, maize and beans - the
two crops which form the bulk of the local diet - were not planted, leading to a lack
of food. With increased military presence, the experience of hunger has become a
reality for many. Currently, some 17,000 indigenous families in Chiapas are living
in hunger, and it is estimated that over 8,000 metric tons of maize and 1,500 of beans
are needed between June and October of this year to prevent the hunger and malnutrition. Meanwhile, soldiers are handing out basic foods to indigenous communities,
and many agree that the Mexican government is using this food rationing as an •
instrument of political and social control. Supporters of the Zapatistas refuse government aid, denying the cooptative politics of Mexico's entrenched ruling party, the
PRI. If sufficient aid cannot be supplied through non-government organizations, families may be forced to accept government handouts or change their political affiliation simply to survive. Military presence in the jungle has already deepened political·
divisions within indigenous communities, as members of PRI organizations are
defended by soldiers and reportedly spy, harass or threaten members of independent
organizations.
Unfortunately, it seems that the soldiers will not be leaving the
Lacandon Jungle anytime soon. Meanwhile, hunger, fear, and political division are
a reality for many indigenous families in the region.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION CUBAN
STYLE
Cuba is the craziest place I have ever heen; crazier even than New York City. Like
a giant low budget Roger Corman movie starring Marxilla the giant smoke breathing Fidelasaurus, sometimes evil, sometimes benevolent, that snatches twin engine
planes out of the sky. With everybody frantically chasing American dollars, which
purchase so much more than the Cuban l'eso, ordinary young women by the thousands are prostituting themselves to tounsts for $25 per night. Doctors, engineers,
teachers, and computer scientists are selling their academic libraries, converting
their living rooms mto restaurants, waiting tables, driving taxis, and selling contraband ci~ars, rum and drugs in the hopes of taking home $10 a day rather than working in tncir dying ~rofussions for the 400 pesos a month ($18) that is the average
Cuban salary.
The Cuba that I saw this summer is a society in transition, with so many contradictions that people have no sense of what tomorrow will be like. For nearly five
years since the fall of the Soviet workers state the Cuban economy has been in a
free fall that Fidel Castro has dubbed "the special period.". Having lost several billion dollars a year in trade with the Warsaw pact nations, virtually all opportunity
to travel and study abroad, and the majority of international suppliers of food and
medicine, Cubans live from day to day, attempting to make sense of their daily lives
amid the wild swings and hair pin turns of their economically powerless government.
While the worst part of the special period, "the time of the big heads" (there was
so little food that bodies shrank, makmg their heads look bigger), seems to be over,
many of the basic items of daily life for Cubans are still unavailable to most people. Soap, powdered milk, cooking oil and meat are rare and valued commodities.
The absence of affordable and easily available personal items such as sanitary napkins, toothpaste, shampoo, makeup, and deodorant has made nearly everybody
desparately unhappy. Dail>:: attempts by the government press, television and radio
to explain that Cubans stlll live better than most Latin Americans who have no
access to the products that Cubans so desparately miss are met with anger, derision
and disgust by most people.
As a population that has grown up with the lives, expectations, and goals of a
small European style social democracy in the Caribbean, Cubans are not ready to
rejoin Latin Amenca. They cling desparately to their revolutionary past when they
were the Switzerland of the Canbbcan. For academics, artists and intellectuals the
collapse of one of Latin Americas most vibrant intellectual cultures, has made it
difficult to publish as there is no paper, impossible to get a movie made, with little
money for film stock and aging equipment, and difficult to practice fine arts as
paint and canvas are hard to come by. But for ordinary peol)le the differences
between their expectations and goals and the reality of the special period is just as
stark. I had breakfast with someone the day before I left wfio is having particular
difficulty surviving the special period. With little to no access to the dollar economy and no special connections she, her husband and their two teenage children
have nights when they go without dinner. Although they are not malnourished they
are doing very badly and are extremely unhappy with their lives. After mentioning
that the government no longer provides for their basic needs she went on at great
length about the inadequacies of her children's scuba diving lessons in the local
high school. She complained bitterly to me about the aging Soviet diving equipment and old leaky chronometers that are proof that communism is not working.
Yet in spite of the misery, shortages in the state sector, and crushed dreams of the
majority of Cubans, there are some who do quite well. In 1993 the government
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"La Nacion en Marcha": A Story of Puerto Rican Affirmation.

EDGARDO Diaz Diaz - Music

CHILDREN AMIDST RUBBLE

-

Late in 1995, a group of citizens renounced their U.S. passpo~ts in favor of
J;>uerto Rican citizenship, when pro-statehood Governor Pedro Rosello dismissed their actions by saying that "Puerto Rico is not really a Nation."
These statements provoked a widespread response among schotars and
Union leaders in a campaign that culminated on July 14th, when an estimated 137,000 people of all classes and political affiliations marched to Et
Conquistador Hotel, before the U.S. Governors' Meeting, to manifest that
the Puerto Rican Nat(on indeed existed. With the slogan "La Nacion en
Marcha:• (or "The March of the Nation"), this march set a precedent as the
biggest rallx ever h~Id in Puerto Rico. A few y<).fds away, some 18,000 stqtehood support~rs responded with slogan~ that advocated the maintenance of
the U.S. citizenship for Puerto Ricans.

RA ICES V ALAS '96:

the scars of decades even before
Cesar Chavez and the Delano Strike,
whilf? others-evidently young-are
learnmg the ropes through the struggles of the mid- '90's.
"
While not discussed openly, one of
the concerns of many of the attenr"
~
dees was the little participation
Hispanics have in the organizational
,
structures and decision making
process of ihe Catholic Church. lt is
~~cret"-thaMhe U:·S. €atholk
Church will, soon be half Hispanic.
In some areas such as Chicago and
f;l❖)fJ:l'lllWl·l•r,1
New York it is already a reality. But
the representational statistics are
!;1~££:,f}-!YI- _ _ _.....,.1-........$hocking...10-a...gro.w.ing...number...of,.,..,._
committed members. At the
LOYOLA UNlVERSITY, (HICAGO
Episcopal level there are o,nly 21
'Hispah1ts;-priests tnat are considered
Hispanic number about 2,000, but
fl• 11 dt agusto, 1996
three-fourths of them are foreignborn which stands in marked contrast with the demographic fact that
two-thirds of the current 27 million
Latinos were born in the U.S.
Between immigration and fertility
Hispanics have constituted them~elves in the fastest growing ethnic
group compared with African
Americans and Euro Americans.
Fifty percent of Latinos are under
thirty years of age. Many of them
have peeJl falllJ]g thr.Qugh the c;racks
of the mainstream. Their school
dropout rate is three times as high as
that of Euro Americans. They are
leading the statistics in juvenile violence and suicide, teenage pregnancy
and other antitheses of the American
Dream.
Partly in response to their condition, the NCCHM has been busy
devising initiatives to respond to
Hispanics' need to develop an
indigenous leadership that is able to
face the challenges in American
society
and the Catholic Church and
As part of an ongoing study of
that simultaneously finds inspiration
the protean Latino relig10us
in a Christian spirituality firmly rootexpressions from an interdisciplied
in the Catholic teachings and tranary, social science perspective
ditions.
sponsored by the Program for the
This year's meeting emphasized
Analysis of Religion Among
the need to develop leadership
Latinos (PARAL), I attended the
among the youth by calling on all
National Catholic Council for
participants
to devote more attention
Hispanic Ministry's (NCCHM)
and resources to this strategic sector
congress which convened 900 lay
of the population. Two central conand religious leaders at Loyola
cerns for all those meeting in
University in Chicago to learn
Chicago
were how to reach and train
about each others work and their
young leaders from around the counexperiences since their last contry, and the best approach to getting
ference in 1992.
them started on the way to address
During these 4 days I had the
many
of the problems affecting
opportunity to see the slogan
them.
"Think globally, act locally" in
practice. Activists from 41 states
and Puerto Rico presented and
discussed in workshops and plenaries work being done to address
a variety of problems-material and
spiritual-besieging
Hispanics
across the nation. Some showed
L,fBRO l>E ORACION Y C:lJLTO

DRIVE Thi ROUGH CAPITALISM

legalized to use of the American dollar and made a big effort to attract foreign
investors. At first there was a trickle of mostly Spanish tourism and a few joint production ventures with European capitalists. Last year, however, the Cuban economy
grew 67t, leading some Cubans to prosper and many European investors to start
talking about an Asian Tiger in the Caribbean. With the most highly skilled and educated working class in Latin America and some of the lowest wages in the hemiSJ?here due to the subsidies of the state sector, it is not unreasonable to imagine the
kmd of economic take-off we have seen in South China. However, there are huge
challenges and questions that no one lea~t of all Castro can answer.
The first of these challenges is the US government. Through the enactment of the
Democratic Party's Torricelli bill and then the Republican Party's Helms-Burton
Law the government in Washington has increased It attempts to isolate Cuba from
world commerce. This attempt to strangle Cuba and turn it into the dying running
soar of a society that they have turned Iraq into, with a similar international blockade, has so far been rejected by Europe and Canada. Spanish, French, German,
Canadian and Italian capital is reapmg small, but significant profits from trade with
Cuba. However, with Castro's continuing strength and popularity making the US
embarrassingly impotent to invade or weaken the Cuban state Europeans will continue to quietly flaunt Uncle Sam and do business with Cuba.
The bigger challenge for Cuban capitalist development 1s the Cuban people themselves. Most government officials and influential people seem to be either resigned
to or openly enthusiastic about capitalist restoration. They pose it in the form of a
Cuban social democracy, governed by the market, but providing such basics as education, health and a nutrit10nal and housing safety net. While this Swedish chimera
that so many East Block politicians talked about during Perestroika would be understandably appealing to most Cubans, the reductions in public services, state sector
food distribution networks, and basic utilities that are the actually existing form of
Cuban style neo-liberalism have already caused much discontent. Cubans are not
used to working the long hard hours that US workers have learned to work in the
last 15 years, much less those of their Latin American counterparts, with whom they
will eventually have to compete, under a market economy. The Cuban expectations
of a "European standard of living" complete with free universal health care, education, housing, scuba lessons and state subsidized ice cream and pizza in every neighborhood could be very fertile soil for crippling anti-capitalist strikes, national slow
downs and militant struggles, given the right kind of anti-capitalist leadership and
social vision. This obviously could not happen alone in Cuba as it is a small isolated island, but Cubans have a unique experience of relatively successful collective
and cooperative living and a very progressive political culture that still provides
inspiration and important lessons for struggles from Mexico to South Africa to
Korea.
As long as the current austerity goes under the name of communism and the few
opportunities that are present go under the name of capitalism, Cubans society
remains in limbo and most Cubans continue to try to hustle dollars and do as they
are told. But the vast divide between the Cuban expectations engendered under the
workers state and realities of life in the market hover menacingly in the background
for both would be Cuban capitalists, Communist party bureaucrats attempting to
manage the crisis and Madrid stock brokers looking for comparative advantage.
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'Tough Love'
Equals Tough Luck

BROOKLYN'S HEALTH CRISIS
IS THE WORST IN THE NATION

Francis Fox Piven Rejects
Welfare Causes illegitmacy Argumment
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MOHAMAD BAZZI CUNY BA STUDENT,
EXAMINES MEDICALLY UNINSURED AND
IMPACT OF PRIVATIZATION
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NYC HOSPITALS, QUEENS CENTER AND ELMHURST, ON CHOPPING B;LOCK

PEOPLE AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL DEMONSTRATE AGAINST CLINTON'S PENDING CUTS IN WELFARE

If Bill Clinton, as an Oxford student, had studied the history of the poor in
early 19th century England, he might not have decided to sign the welfare bill.
Eminent English social thinkers developed a justification for an 1834 law
that eliminated relief for the poor. Learned arguments showed that giving them
even meager quantities of bread and coal harmed both the larger society and
the poor themselves.
Never mind the rapid enclosure by the rich of commonly used agricultural
land; never mind the displacement of hand-loom weavers by mechanized factories; never mind the decline of earnings of rural workers. The real causes of
poverty and demoralization were not to be found in these large economic
changes, the thinkers said, but rather in the too-generous relief for the poor.
The solution was to stop giving relief to people m their homes; instead, survival for the family meant entering prison-like work houses.
The misery and re9uced life spans that ensued were well-documented not
only by historians put ultimately ,by Parli.a;nent,, which jn_y~s.tiga~d tt\,e.~,L)f~
houses and the riots against them. England came to learn that the theory that
relief itself causes poverty was wrong, and replaced the Poor Law with a modern system of social assistance.
No matter what England has learned the United States Government is eagerly following the 1834 script by ending Federal responsibility for welfare and
turning it over to the states. The arguments are the same: welfare encourages
young women to quit school or work and have out-of-wedlock babies. Once
on the dole, these women become trapped in dependency, unable to summon
the initiative to get a job or to raise tneir children properly. Welfare, in short,
is responsible for the spread of a moral rot in society.
Never mind low wa~es and irregular work; never mind the spreading social
disorganization to which they lead; never mind changes in family and sexual
norms occurring among all classes and in all Western countries. The solution
is to slash welfare. "Tough Jove," it is said will deter young women from having babies and force those already raising children to go to work.
But slashing welfare does not create stable jobs or raise wages. It will have
the opposite effect. By crowding the low-wage labor market with hundreds of
thousands of desperate mothers, it will drive wages down.
The basic economic realities of high unemployment levels and falling wages
for Jess educated workers guarantee a calamity in the making-and not only for
welfare mothers.
It is true that the United States has a higher proportion of single-parent families than other Western countries. But since other rich countries provide far
more generous assistance to single mothers, this very fact suggests that welfare has little to do with it.
Other facts also argue against the welfare-causcs-ille 0 itimacy argument.
Most obvious, welfare benefits set by the states have dec1ined sharply since
I 975, while the out-of-wedlock birth rate has risen nation-wide. In addition,
there is no discernible relationship between the widely varying levels of benefits provided b>'. the states and the out-of-wedlock birth rates m the states.
But facts don t seem to matter. we may have to relive the misery and moral
disintegration of England in the 19th century to learn what happens when a
society deserts its most vulnerable members.
Frances Fox Piven, professor of political science at the Graduate School of the
City university of New York, is co-author (with Richard Cloward'} of
"Regulating the Poor."

UNINSURED ESTIMATES FOR BOROUGH, STATE AND NATION

LOCATION
Population

NUMBER

%of

Brooklyn
Queens
Bronx
Manhattan
Staten Island

519,000
438,000
319,000
296,000
60,000

23
22
27
20
15

City TOTAL
1,632,000
22
State TOTAL
2,916,000
16
U.S. TOTAL
39,718,000
15
Source: New York State Department of health estimated

More than a half million Brooklyn residents lack health insurance - the highest
number of any county in New York Sta!e,_acco~ding to the latest available figures.
Twenty-three rercent of the borough s mhabltants, 519,000 people, have no medical
coverage, according to state Department of Health statistics. The estimates are based on
199? census data, nospital adm1ss_ion trends and unemployment rates.
Figures show that the second highest number of unmsured P.eople live in Queens
(438,000), followed by_ the Bronx (3}91000) and M~nhattan (2961000). Overall, in
1995 t~ere were an eslimated 1.63 m1Jhon people without health msurance in New
Yor~ City,_ about 22 perc!!nt of the city's total population. A year earlier, 19 percent
of city residents were unmsured.
Health-~ar~ a1vocates say. thi~ increase raises serious concerns about Mayor
Rudolph Gmham s plan to pnvat1ze Coney Island Hospital in Brooklyn and two
other city-owned hospitals in Queens.
"The di~c~ssion of privatization _has alw~ys included the promise that there would be
some_prov1SJons to ~are for the unmsured, says James Tallon, president of the United
Hospital Fund, a _ph1lanthroJ?y and health-care research group based in Manhattan. "As
the number of unmsured patients continues to grow, it's critical that we look carefully at
these provisions."
A winning bid~er has been se~e~ted for_ Coney Island Hospital, prompting four state
Ass~mbly co!11~1ttee~ to hold a_Jomt hearmg August 13 on tne deal. The administration
1s still negotiatmg with potential lessees to take over Elmhurst and Queens Hospital
Centers.
•
There are 11 public ho~pi_tals in the city managed by the Health and HospifaJs Corp. - ~ - - - - ·
Advgcates say these. ft1s1fit1es are the sole JieAJ,t~-cace,,Pfq_.Y~s;ls:r.for_tJIJi!lsur"d patients,
many of'them workmg people who don't qualify for Medicaid.
"Many of the uninsured have traditionally received care from .public hospitals," 'Ta\\on
says. "Any change in the HHC system must address this issue.'.
Accordmg to HHC statistics, in the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1995, the two
city-owned hospitals in Queens handled a total of 860,790 visits - 43 percent of
them uninsured.
"For manY. uninsured people, the public hospitals are the hospitals of first resort. When
people get 111, they come to us. We don't turn them away," says Rory Lancman, chairman of the Community Advisory Board at Queens Hospital Center and a critic of the privatization plan. "Private hospitals can and do turn people away in cases ;where there's no
desperate emergency."
Unlike public hospitals that provide medical care for everyone, private institutions
are mandated by law only to provide emergency treatment to the uninsured, Lancman
says.
The Giuliani administration has said private buyers would be required to maintain the
same level of care for poor and uninsured patients that now exists at the city-run hospitals. The mayor has also argued that the public hospital system costs the city too much
and would be more efficient in private hands.
But critics are assailing the Coney Island deal. On June 26, Giuliani announced that
the winning bidder was Primary Health Systems, a two-year-old, for-profit company
based in Wayne, Pa. The administration released a six-page letter of intent broadly outlining the deal, in which PHS would pay $43.5 million of the city's existing debt on
Coney Island Hospital, plus $6.5 million in rent over a 49-year lease.
The letter of intent also included a provision for the city to subsidize charity care at
the hospital if costs increase above the current levels. That provision has infuriated
opponents of privatization.
"If indigent care is not guaranteed by this company beyond the current level, then
what's the advantage of privatization?" says Sol Gorelick, a member of the Community
Advisory Board at Coney Island Hospital. "This cap on spending shows that a private
company doesn't have the same kind of obligation that the city government has to treat
poor and uninsured patients."
While the privatization debate has taken center stage in recent months, there are
growing concerns about the rising number of people without medical coverage.
Health Department figures show that in I 995, there were about 2.9-million uninsured
people statewide, a 15 percent increase from the previous year. In Brooklyn and the
Bronx, the number of uninsured people skyrocketed by nearly I 00,000 over a one-year
period.
The increase may be due to changes in the method used to estimate the number of
uninsured, says Health Department spokeswoman Claire Pospisil. For the first time;
department analysts used county unemployment rates to help determine the 1995 estimates.
Tallon says the increase reflects a growing national trend. "There's been a steady
decline in medical coverage among working people and their families," he says. "As a
result of changing structures in the national Job market, we're losing coverage for about
one million workers per year."
. Tallon cites the rising number of service, part-time and temporary jobs, which are
unlikely td provide health benefits. He also p.omts out that many of those who lack medical coverage tend to work for small businesses. According to Health Department figures, one of every four uninsured people in New York State works for a business with
fewer than· 25 employees.
Tallon and others fear that the number of uninsured will continue to rise, especially
in light of the welfare reform bill that President Bill Clinton has promised to sign. The
measure would require adults to work within two years of receiving public assistance
and would allow states to deny Medicaid coverage to those who lose their benefits by
refusing to work. It would also give states the option to provide or deny Medicaid to
le~al immigrants already in the United States.
'Without Medicaid expansion in recent years, the number of uninsured would have
been much higher," says Tallon. "Anything that reduces Medicaid eligibility will throw
more people mto the ranks of the unmsured."
A VERSION OF THIS ARTICLE APPEARED. IN NEWSDAY
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ETHNTC STUDIES
GETS SUPREME
COURT HEARING
The

CUNY Board of Trustees may want to put the

now dismantled Ethnic Studies Department at City
College to bed but fortunately lawyer and long term
CUNY advocate Ron McGuire has something else in
mind. At a recent hearing at the New York State
Supreme Court McGuire filed a petition asking Judge
Diane Lebedeff to stay the abolition of Ethnic Studies
at City College. The petition charges that the decision
by the CUNY Board of Trustees was illegal because it
was predicated on a financial emergency that doesn't
exist.
According to figures from the 1995 CUNY executive budget the 120 million raised from tuition increase~, a restoration of 58 million from Pataki's '95 budget, and 19 million from early retirement CUNY has
saved 170 million in revenues ,over and above what
was anticipated.
McGuire hopes to attach the case to save Ethnic
Studies to the recent Schlesinger decision. Last fall the
University Faculty Senate (UFS) and the Professional
Staff Congress (PSC) won a lawsuit against CUNY's
Board of Trustees, asserting "1995' s ·state of fiscal
exigency unneq:ssary and excessive" (June
Advocate). The University is in the process of appealing Judge Alice Schlesinger's decision.
Both cases challenge CUNY's Chancellor Ann
Reynold's justification of fiscal exigency that underlies her attempts at institutional reorganization. So
far, in the nc;1.me of fiscal ~xigency over 19 departments
have been abolished. City College, with 12 department closings faces the brunt of the downsizing.
McGuire finds that the "cuts are being leveled at
schools disproportionately Black and Latino."
McGuire told the Advocate that the Chancellor is
using the state of Fiscal Exigency to put through the
Goldstein Plan (a proposal drawn up in 1992 that
called for .the "corrsolldation" ~liminati.bndf "duplicate" programs (mostly liberal arts) in the CUNY system forcing students to. travel around the five boroughs to fulfill course requirements). Up until now the
Faculty '92- '93 Governance "revolt" had been able
to successfully prevent the implementation of
Goldstein's consolidation proposal. Sandy Cooper,
head of the Faculty Senate, said that "the dispute between the faculty and the Chancellor was not in the
public arena but about internal distribution."
McGuire and many faculty see the dismantling of
Ethnic Studies as an effort to turn CCNY into a technical school. The destruction of City College's liberal arts programs, a school once known as the "Harvard
on the Hudson" is symbolic of a lack of vision for
· . ~CUNY by the Chancellor and her Board of Trustees.
According to McGuire the only vision coming out of
80th Street is a "vision to train students for the job
market of the
1970's!" - JOAN PARKIN

QUEE/\JS COLLEGE

seminars and lecture es.
Cannava said Bird was the best internal candidate for the job. He was
appointed to a two-year term, replacing
Joseph Songolowsky, a French literature
professor and ordained rabbi.
By Mohamad Bazzi (CUNY rr------.:.......... "Professor Bird has put in an
BA student)
l
___...
enormous amount of work into
f
the program," Cannava said.
The newly appointed director of Queens ~
"It was only natural that it
College's Jewish Studies program abruptly
would be his turn to become
resigned yesterday, after fellow professors
director."
and Jewish newspapers criticized the
Controversy over the appointadministration for naming a non-Jew to the
ment of a non-Jewish professor
post. Thomas Bird, 58, an associate profesto head Queens College's
sor of Yiddish at the college for 25 years,
Jewish studies program continwas appointed head of the program °July I.
ued yesterday, with academics
Less than a week later, some of his coland students debating whether
leagues assailed college officials for chaos.,;;,;;..lol:.;..__,__,-.J religion should be a factor in
B_ird and questioned his academic qua!- PROF. THOMAS BIRD the selection process. "If eth1ficat10ns.
nic s!udies is going to be an
The Forward newspaper quoted one socialacademically legitimate pursuit, then
ogy professor as saying, "He's not Jewish, he
scholarship has got to be independent of
does not have a Ph.D:and he doesn't,spea~ or
the ethnicity of the scholar," said Philip
understand Hebrew."
Kasinitz, a sociology professor at
The Jewish Week ran a story on the contraHunter College and th~ Graduate
versy headlined, "Couldn't They Find a Nice
Center.
Jewish Scholar'?" Bird is Catholic.
Thomas Bird, an associate professor of
In a strongly-worded resignation Jetter to
Russian literature and Yiddish at the colQueens College President Allen ·Sessons,
lege for 25 years and a strong supporter
Bird described the criticism as a "gratuitous
of Jewish causes, resigned Monday only
at act on my standing in the academk comtwo weeks after he was named director
munity."
of the Jewish studies program.
He wrote that for neatly 30 years, he has
In his resignation Jetter, he cited harsh
worked on behalf of Soviet Jews .and camcomments about his appointment by felpaigned for religious tolerance. Bird could
low professors, who questioned his acanot be reached for comment yesterdhy.
demic qualifications and assailed the
"It is impossible to conclude that the
college administration for choosing a
attempt to trash my academic record and
non-Jew to fill the post.
standing in the community ... is
Several Queens College students interanything other than a fig-leaf for objections
viewed yesterday said religious backto my being a Gentile," Bird wrote in his
ground should not have been a factor.
resignation letter. "It is ironic to find myself
"If he's the most qualified, then there
the object of.primitive religious bigotry at
should be no problem with him runnin&
.the-hands-0f--a-.few.academic colleagues-:'.!.- - - -" --.the department," said Jennifer Eliasi,
Sessons yesterday' called the resigiiation a·"
president of Hillel, a Jewish student
tragedy, adding, "It is shameful that a scholar
organization. An African-studies major,
of Prqfossor Bird's reputation should be $UbMarline Men~au, said she was pot fazed
jected to a campaign of intolerance.''.
when she learned that the professor who
Bird will remain on the program's faculty,
started the program was white.
according to college spokesman Ron
"There's nothing wrong with a person
Cannava. The Jewish Studies program was
from a different race or religion heading
started in the early 1970s. Cannava' said it
a department," the 20-year-old senior
draws professors from various academic desaid. "Do you have to be French to teach
partments such as sociology, history and literthe language?"
ature to teach about 800 students each semesMost ethnic studies departments at
ter. The program's director also runs the
colleges across the country are chaired
Center for Jewish Studies, which sponsors
by members of the corresponding
nationality, race, religion or gender. That
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JEWISH STUDIES
pas led some scholars to question the legitimacy of such programs, with most of the criticism being directed at newer departments
such as black or Latino studies.
Some professors argue that in addition to
serving an academic role, ethnic studies also
are intended to represent a particular cultural
heritage.
·
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The Personal Ledgend of a 1960's Drag Queen
REVIEWED BY RON WINLEY

THIS FILM FICTIONALIZED BASED
ON A BOOK WRITTEN BY
MARTIN DUBERMAN
DIRECTED BY NIGEL FINCH
RELEASED BY:
STRAND RELEASING

The newly xeJeased movi~. Stonewall, is..
a fictionalized account about the personal
memoir$ of a 1960's "drag queen" who
confronts injustices in social, political,
and personal relationships in the process
of developing an authentic gay -centered
identity. We are told from the outset that
there are many "Stonewall" ledgends each
with its own twist as to what actually
went on on that eventful day. This movie
puts viewers into the personal lives of
three homosexual men whose social
expression of gayness was manefested
primarily in the drag queen. This is no
To Wong Foo movie that used straight
actors (at least that is their social persona)
to play drag queens. No Stonewall is a·
serious dramatizing of the the inner
dynamics of the politics of being gay in a
hostile world.
In the I 960's most gays were still in the
closet and gay relationships were strictly
hidden fro.m public view. A militant
spirit permeated American society
brought on mostly by the African
American' struggle for civil rights and
Black Liberation movements and the
struggle for women's liberation and the
Feminist movement. This militancy was
absorbed by all Americans who sought to
break free fr<;>m the oppressive and dehumanizing elements in Western culture and
gay men and women were also bitten by
the desire for freedom and liberation.
Homosexuality was emerging, not as
some perversion or sickness out of the pit
of hell which characterizes much of the
world's attitude, but as a natural expression of the diversity found in creation.

Like those struggling against sexism and
"Like other ethnic programs, Jewish studies
racism homosexuals must struggle against
has
to adhere to the highest academic stanperspectives legitimized by religion and
dards, and its existence should provide legititradition, and the internalization of these
macy to the group on campus," said Samuel
perspectives have produced distorted
Heilman, a sociology professor and former
lives, but in the 60's a move was underJewish studies program director. "The person
who heads the program is more than just a
way in -the gay community to resist
teacher.
He's someone who stands for the
oppression and discontinue complicity
group."
with socialized roles that denied one's
But other academics reject that argument.
true nature.
Ethnic studies professors don't need to be
Homosexuality as we can learn from
"role models" for students, they say. In additi on, they argue that ethnicity and scholarevents objectified in Stonewall was not
ship should remain separate. Executive
an effort to recruit the innocent into .a
director of the Calland ra Italian-American
"gay life style" rather it was a call for gay
Institute, which is based at Queens College.
men and women to accept themselves as
"You want the right to have ethnic programs,
they were and for the right to live in the
but they have to adhere to rigorous academic
standards. If they don't, then it's a disservice
world as gay people. Homosexuals were
to academia and to the ethnic constituencies
sick and tired'of being dehumanized and
that they're cl aiming to represent."
Stonewall shows us some of the pain and
Heilman told the Jewish Week newspaper
sacrifice that went into their struggle for
on July 12 that appointing a non-Jew to head
pride and.dignity.
Queens College's Jewish studies program
was
"like making me head of the black studPoliticl organizers in Stonewall are
ies program. It's unheard of."
depicted as midlle class gay white men.
But Heilman conceded in an interview that
There is little focus on race and class
he would not object to a non-Jewish profesissues , but the story is about the travails
sor heading the program, as long as that
of a Latino drag queen. The politics
scholar had superior academic qualifications.
He said Bird was not qualified to run the prooccurrs on both the private/personal level
gram
because 'he does not speak Hebrew or
in love relationships and oh the pubiic
Ht:tld a dbctorate,.
_..).~ -...- ,,,,.,
--....1leJ.Lel..through.ccitiq.ue- of political strate~-..~~• ..,_ ~---0-u:ens--Co/lege..P.resident Allen Sessons
gies and engaging in direct action, and
defended Bird's academic qualifications.
'This is not a religious program," Sessons
although race and class tensions have
said.
"We selected him on the basis of merit
been deemphasized, we are provided with
and his commitment to Jewish studies."'
the view that comfriffted fove ·can inspire
committed poritfcs and raise one above
the ethic of dominance located in much of
the race and class issues we face in
America.
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CLINTON AND RACE
CONT. FROM PAGE 5

the Million Man March] pledge
never, never to raise their hand m
violence against a woman."
WHAT

DID

HE

DO

?

Clinton's actions speak louder
than his race bating words. Doubts
began early in his term after he
abandoned Lani Guinier, his
appointee to head the Justice
DeJ?artment's civil rights division.
Gumier, a Black woman and
alleged long time friend of
Clinton was dumped after conservatives painted Guinier as a
"quota queen". In sacrificing her,
Clinton said he objected to her
writings supporting quotas in
enforcmg affirmative action. This
was only the· beginning of
Clinton's non-defense defense of
affirmative action.
Though
Clinton's position on affirmative
action has been to "mend it don't
end it" he has failed to come out
and condemn the recent Supreme
Court decisions ( Adarand v. Pena
and Hopwood v. State of Texas)
that are leading to a slow erosion
of affirmative action. And just this
spring Clinton agreed to end the
federal policy of "business set
asides" for minorities while a special committee "investigates"
abuses
of
the
program.
However, Clinton's biggest blow
to Black people was his conception and creation of the "Cri'me
Bill". Almost 40 percent of Black
men in California in their 20s are
imprisoned or on probation or
parole on any given day.
Nationally, one third of all Black
men in their 20's are under the
control of the criminal justice
sy_stem-an increase from five
years ago when one quarter of
Black men nationwide in their 20s
..;~
were in the system. By contrast-...
only 5 percent of the white men in
the same age group were in the
criminal justice system. A study
= --.Juund...that in Los Angeles..,Black
• were charged a1 17 times 1:he -rafe
of whites under the "three strikes"
a.s~t@cing law. Although nationwtde"Blacks make up only 12 percent of the population they make
up 40 percent of those on death
row. In New York State about 1
out every 3 Black men in their 20s
is in prison or on parole or probation. In a Washington Post poll
taken last spring almost 50 percent of Blacks said police harassment and brutality are serious
problems, compared to 13 percent
of the rest of the population . In
New York City alone police brutality is up by 80 percent and since
1994 over 50 Black and Latino
• men have been assassinatedoy the
N
Y
P
D
.
_. _ _ _
Therefore, Clinton's attempts to
pht ·100,000 more -cops on the ·
streets, to build prisons at a rate
faster than schools, to exf and the
death penalty, and to cal for the
expansion of the three strike Jaws
will mean the death and incarceration of more Blacks. But there
were two laws coined by Clinton
that stand out. First last• ~fall
Clinton signed a bill that mandates sentences for crack cocaine
that are 5 times as harsh as sentences for powder cocaine. And
then early last spring he declared,
"Public housing is a privilege, not
a right," before he introduced his
"one strike" legislation for criminal offenders m public housing.
That is anyone or any of their family members that are suspected of
having committed a crime can be
tossed out of their home.
However, the legislation that will
have the most devastating effect
on Black lives is the recent welfare "reform" bill Clinton is about
to sign into Jaw. As all statistic
show Black people suffer disproportionately from povertY. because
of racism, this welfare bill will lit-

erally hurl thousands of Blacks from poverty
into
sheer
desperation.
HOW DID HE GET AWAY WITH IT

The quick answer to how Bill Clinton has
gotten away with selling Black people reactionary ideas and legislation has to do with
the general rightward drift of Black politics
and the decline of political movements in
this country. In the past those movements,
·Jike Civil rights and Black Power, had
questioned and challenged scapegoating
and,any other explanation for Black poverty that djdn't have· racism at its center.

Unfortunately virtually all
of that anger was sucked
into the 1984 Jesse Jackson
presidential campaign.

break with the Democratic
Party they have no where
else to go. He is playing the
politics of fear-and as long
as there is no organized
opposition to him he will
continue to move further to
the right and he will get
away
with
it.
However, its not just politics at the top that have drift-·
ed to the right. Years of ideological assault with little
significant struggle and progressive ideas to combat it
has an impact on the consciousness of both Black
and white workers. Tooay
almost half of Blacks are
OPJ?OSed · to affirmative
act10n-when 25 years ago
the majority of whites were
for it- and are in favor of
the death penalty. Almost
two thirds of Blacks believe
that some sort of "welfare
reform"
is
necessary.
Yet the daily experiences of
racism that Black workers
come in contact with create
contradictions with accepting the dominant and backward ideas about crime and
welfare.
And ironically
enough it is those experiences with racism that has
given Clinton such a stronghold amongst Black workers. Because there is not a
movement against racism in
this country
whenever
Clinton stands up and
admonishes it he can easily
pose himself as a fighter for
Black
people.

It was over 25 years ago when at the peak
of Black labor militancy the Democratic
Party threw its doors open to Black political activists. The ruling class in general
became open to the idea of a Black middle
class enjoying the fruits of the system.
Thus former President Richard Nixon led
the Republican Party in supporting affirmative
action.
During this time a Black political establishment began to grow ano consolidate
itself. As the struggles of the early seventies began to subside and the economic
recessions of the decade began to set in
Black workers began to look to Black
politicians to fight for them. However,
there was no straight line from the end of a
generalized fight back to the poll booth. In
the early 1980s there were huge marches
against the racism and police brutality in
both the North and the South. In 1981 there
was a riot in Miami in response to police
attacks.
Unfortunately virtually all of that anger
The truth is that
was sucked into the 1984 Jesse Jackson
presidential campaign. After that the "vote
Clinton's populariBlack" strategy became the-dominate· poli ..· ty· amongst Blacks
tics of the 1980s as Black mayors were
has more to do
elected into office in every maJor city in
America that housed a lar_ge number of
with the lack of
Blacks. Yet the failure of this str~y was
·-::any~
- -alternatiye·
"=seen as these-sanre·Blackniayors conouWed massive attacks on the living standards
than it does with
of the Black workers that put them into
his..record. on....race.
0
ff
i
Ce·.
Black mayors and Black Congressional
Since the Republicans
politicians began to say that they were
swept the Congress in 1994
helpless without a Democratic president in
there has been endless
office. The obsession throughout the late
opportunities for that. It is
1980s for a whole number of liberal acno coincidence that for the
tivists and organizations was to get a
first two and a half years of
Democrat in the White House. And in
the Clinton presidency his
1992 Blacks, women and labor delivered a
rating fluctuated between an
Democrat into the White House.
all time low of 53 percentYet since Clinton has been in the White
when he dumped GuinierHouse he has not only left a trial of broken
and 65 percent. It was not
promises, but with the introduction of a
until after the GOP took
slew of reactionary legislation he has made
over Congress that the rating
the lives of many of them worse. Clinton
began·to soar. But it'Wasn't
has- been quite suC'cessful in shifting 1)dtiuntil Clinton finally made
tics to the right - changing welfare as we
the Black church burnings a
know it, creating a hysteria around crime
and-oJ?position to ·quotas as a mearrs-of· ·political issue that his ratings from Blacks topped 85
enforcing affirmative action-because libp.ercent.
eral opposition to him is- non:existent.
The truth is that Clinton's
popularity amongst Blacks
Clinton has gotten away • has
more to do with the lack
with attacks that
years of of any alternative than it
does with his record on race.
Republi_canism could nQL
As =c1inton moves further
accomplish
and futher to the right his
ability to arouse fear of the
Republicans as a means of
While using racism and other "wedge"
garnering support for him
issues is not an invention of Bill Clinton!s,
will become more difficult.
Reagan and Bush were the modern day
T~ wQTsening material conarchitects of Black welfare queens-and
ditions o( Blacks and the
Willie Horton, when. the Republicans-::had
perpetuation of racism, by
the presidency one could always expect
beth the Democrats and
some kind of instinctive response against
Republicans, will be needed
racism from liberals. What has been so
to drive those conditions furcrippling for liberals is that despite
ther into the ground will
Clinton's rightward shift his presidency has
compel many to begin
been
beyond
reproach.
searching for alternatives.
Clinton has gotten away with attacks that
Whatever that alternative
12 years of Republicanism could not
may be it will only be effecaccomplish and yet there is hardly a peep
tive if it· is organized indeas the liberals continue to explain why
pendently of the Democratic
Clinton is the "lesser evil". Lesser evilism
Party.
has become the noose with which the left is
hanging itself. Clinton feels that he can
back his liberal base to the wall because
unless they are willing to make a decisive
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A fire in a fur vault at the B.
J\ltmarr Boilding otouglir hundreds of fire fighters into the area.
The fire soared so high that two
dozen fire fighters collapsed from
• .=.:hea~nausti0fi-~n~tre1Fa
were unable to spend even five
minutes in the area.
''It's probably the hottest thing
I've ever been in in my thirty
years of fire-fighting," Chief
Edward Butler, the tour commander, said.
The cause remains under investigation, but officials said construction workers working with
acetylene torches on Thursday
might have accidentally triggered
the blaze. The h~Jlt WIJ.1> so intense
that fire fighters found themselves
forced to lie on the floor to duck
the rising beat. "Even thewateron ....
the floor was hot. The room, used
to store the furs in cool conditions,
had neither windows nor ventilation.
The Science, Industry and
Business Library of the New York
Public· Library which occupies
nearly 200,000 square feet on the
eastern end of the building, was
not damaged by the fire.
Whether the fire wiil affect the-1998 GSUC move is still unclear.
But, those who are now cramped
into the "temporary" swing space,
when they hear about the fire, will
probably experience an increase
in their anxie~y Jevels .. -JOAN
PARKIN
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Information Resources ·
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3rd Floor Studio,

33

.'
West 42nd Street

lsf 100
receive
unregistered ·

ware
Heard of the Internet? Need e-mail?' Wor.U processing?
frer
~ New or'refu~ning GSUC studeiifs,·faculty and-researchers, · Win
Program Assist~nts, and faculty using computer classroom . 3.x
301 this Fall shoufd attend this important pres,entation. Find
· WI out about computer accounts on servers PROSPERO and ...,t;;\
. ~ BROADWAY, e-mail arid Internet access~ available software, - ~ ·
· printing, computer workshops, and Macintosh discounts.
A tour · .·
.
of GSUC compt1tin_g facilities will follow the pr,esentation.
~

THE ADVOCATE
WRITERS
IF YOU ARE INTER,ESTED 1.N DOING
INVESTIGAT'IVE JOURNAtlSM
FEATURE ARTICLES ON
LOCAL AND GLOBAL EVENTS
.
I

. APPLY. NOW!
CALL JOAN PARKIN AT 212/642-2852
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